The caliber configuration design for creating ultrafine grained steel bars through groove rolling is studied from the viewpoint of a large strain accumulation and cross sectional shape variation in a bar. A three dimensional explicit finite element analysis is employed for this purpose. The square foval (flat like oval) square rolling method is proposed to introduce a large strain in material. The relation between the foval configuration, a strain and cross sectional shape is examined in the groove rolling. The influence of the equivalent strain distribution by 1st pass (foval rolling) is considered to clarify the strain distribution and a cross sectional shape by 2nd pass, and then the foval configuration to accumulate a large strain efficiently is shown. The pass schedule to fabricate an ultrafine grained steel of 13 mm square bar from a 24 mm square bar is proposed in warm groove rolling. 
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＝4.153-2.963h os ＋0.553h 2 os ( 4 ) Fig. 11 Variations of (a) lateral spread ratio and (b) filling ratio with the ratio of workpiece height before and after square rolling. Here the height 2A s1 and the width 2B s1 of square groove are constant at 20.7 and 21.9 mm, respectively. Fig. 12 Contours of equivalent strain after square foval square rolling. Leftside is increase amount of strain between the 1st pass and the 2nd pass, and righthand side is strain introduced by square rolling after stresses and strains were set to zero, while the shape was maintained after oval rolling. Fig. 13 Contours of equivalent strain e eq with deformed meshes after each pass and maximum rolling force R f(max) in each pass. The gray indicates the region with e eq of more than 2.5. Fig. 2(b 
